
Frank Sinatra Centennial Songbook Original
Keys For Singers Vocal Piano: A Treasure
Trove of Timeless Classics
Frank Sinatra, the legendary "Chairman of the Board," left an indelible mark
on the world of music with his unforgettable voice, impeccable style, and
timeless classics. In honor of his centennial, the Frank Sinatra Centennial
Songbook Original Keys For Singers Vocal Piano has been meticulously
crafted to bring together a collection of his most iconic songs in their
original keys, breathing new life into these enduring masterpieces.

This comprehensive songbook is a must-have for singers, vocalists, and
music enthusiasts alike. With its detailed transcriptions and meticulous
attention to authenticity, it provides a roadmap for vocalists to explore the
nuances and intricacies of Sinatra's inimitable style. The book features a
diverse repertoire of Sinatra's most beloved songs, spanning various eras
and genres, each carefully transposed to its original key.
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A Journey Through Sinatra's Musical Legacy

Embarking on a musical journey through the pages of this songbook is akin
to stepping into a time capsule that transports you to the golden age of
American popular music. The original keys used by Sinatra lend an
unparalleled authenticity to the songs, allowing singers to connect directly
with the artist's original intentions and interpretations.

From the swinging rhythms of "Fly Me to the Moon" and "Come Fly with
Me" to the heartfelt ballads like "My Way" and "Strangers in the Night," this
songbook captures the essence of Sinatra's extraordinary vocal prowess
and his unparalleled ability to convey emotion through music.

Fly Me to the Moon (In Other Words) [Original Key: Db]

Come Fly with Me [Original Key: Bb]

My Way [Original Key: Db]

Strangers in the Night [Original Key: Eb]

New York, New York [Original Key: Bb]

Theme from New York, New York [Original Key: Bb]

I've Got You Under My Skin [Original Key: Ab]

The Lady Is a Tramp [Original Key: Db]

Night and Day [Original Key: Ab]

Summer Wind [Original Key: Db]

Witchcraft [Original Key: F]

Love and Marriage [Original Key: Ab]



The Best Is Yet to Come [Original Key: Bb]

Nancy (With the Laughing Face) [Original Key: Db]

One for My Baby (And One More for the Road) [Original Key: Ab]

Mack the Knife [Original Key: Bb]

I Get a Kick Out of You [Original Key: Ab]

Young at Heart [Original Key: Db]

That's Life [Original Key: Eb]

Each song in the Frank Sinatra Centennial Songbook Original Keys For
Singers Vocal Piano has been meticulously transcribed and edited to
ensure accuracy and authenticity. The piano accompaniments have been
carefully crafted to provide a rich and supportive harmonic foundation,
allowing singers to explore the nuances of Sinatra's phrasing and
intonation.

Educational Value for Singers and Vocalists

More than just a collection of songs, this songbook serves as an invaluable
educational tool for singers and vocalists seeking to enhance their
technique and artistry. By studying and interpreting these songs in their
original keys, singers can develop a deeper understanding of:

Vocal Range and Technique: Sinatra possessed an extensive vocal
range and a masterful technique. By singing in the original keys,
singers can challenge their vocal abilities and expand their range.

Phrasing and Interpretation: Sinatra's unique phrasing and
interpretations are essential elements of his signature sound. The



songbook provides singers with opportunities to study and emulate his
phrasing, timing, and dynamics.

Vocal Style and Expression: Sinatra's vocal style was characterized
by its warmth, richness, and expressive quality. The book allows
singers to immerse themselves in his style and develop their own
unique interpretations.

Musical History and Context: The songs included in this songbook
span various eras and genres, providing singers with a glimpse into
the evolution of popular music and Sinatra's significant contributions to
it.

The Frank Sinatra Centennial Songbook Original Keys For Singers Vocal
Piano is not merely a compilation of songs; it is a testament to the enduring
legacy of Frank Sinatra and an indispensable resource for singers,
vocalists, and music enthusiasts worldwide.

Additional Features and Benefits

In addition to its comprehensive songbook, this exceptional publication
offers a wealth of additional features and benefits:

High-Quality Paper and Binding: The book is printed on high-quality
paper and bound with a sturdy cover, ensuring its durability and
longevity.

Clear and Legible Music Notation: The music notation is
meticulously printed, ensuring ease of reading and performance.

Extensive Index and Song List: A detailed index and song list make
it easy to locate specific songs and navigate the book.



Historical Context and Song Background: Informative text and
historical notes provide insights into the songs and their significance in
Sinatra's career.

Suitable for Various Vocal Ranges: The songs in the book are
transposed to a range of keys, accommodating singers with different
vocal ranges.

Whether you are a seasoned vocalist, an aspiring singer, or simply a music
enthusiast, the Frank Sinatra Centennial Songbook Original Keys For
Singers Vocal Piano is a must-have for your musical library. It is a timeless
tribute to one of the greatest singers of all time and an invaluable resource
for vocalists seeking to elevate their artistry.

Order Your Copy Today

Experience the timeless classics of Frank Sinatra in their original keys and
embark on a musical journey that will inspire and enchant. Order your copy
of the Frank Sinatra Centennial Songbook Original Keys For Singers Vocal
Piano today and delve into the captivating world of the "Chairman of the
Board."
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The Gathering Pacific Storm is a 1991 book by author Winston Churchill.
The book tells the story of the lead-up to World War II in the Pacific,
and...
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